In this work we orbifold the compact fifth dimension of SO(N ) Yang-Mills and Einstein theory in five dimensions obtaining two orbifold fixed planes (branes). We minimize the action trough the equations of motion. By considering different possible periodicities for the fields in the fifth dimension and choosing the minimum allowed value we have a possible stabilization mechanism for the compactification radius. We show that for standard fields such mechanism is possible while for ghost fields it is not.
Introduction
The smallness of the cosmological constant has been addressed in many different ways and is today an open problem [1] . Motivated originally by the work of Akama [2] (see also [3] [4] [5] ) and the more recent works of Horava-Witten [6, 7] on Heterotic string-theory derived from supergravity in a compact and orbifolded eleventh-dimension, brane-world scenarios, also with a compact orbifolded fifth dimension [8] (usually known as RSI), become very popular.
In these scenarios there are two different concepts of cosmological constant, the bulk and branes cosmological constant. The bulk cosmological constant is interpreted as an effective energy scale for the branes and is taken to be a continuous parameter of the model. The boundary cosmological constant are interpreted as effective brane tensions and usually are fine-tuned trough the boundary equations of motion to be null.
Recently co-dimension 2 brane worlds [9] have become more popular, however there is yet some issues related to the cosmological constant to be explored in co-dimension 1. In particular the inclusion of enlarged bulk gauge groups and consequences of considering compact internal coordinates. Here we address the orbifolding of the compact fifth dimension and a possible stabilization mechanism for the size of the fifth dimension for the theory proposed in [10] .
We note that although SO(N ) is a common grand unification group there is no direct analogy between our theory and the lower dimensional effective string and supergravity theories [6, 7, 11] . Also we consider both ghost and standard gauge fields concluding that for our theory only standard fields allow for a stabilization mechanism.
In section 2 we resume the theory and present the preliminar results of [10] . In section 3 we consider the orbifolding of the theory and introduce the boundary (brane) actions. In section 4 we fix the boundary conditions trough the equations of motion. In section 5 we compute the allowed action values and obtain the minimizing parameters.
Resume of the Theory
Here we resume the results of [10] .
We consider a 5-dimensional manifold of topology M 5 = S 4 × S 1 . S 4 stands for a closed manifold and S 1 for a circle that corresponds to the compact fifth-coordinate.
We consider a bulk action with a gravitational and Yang-Mills sector The ansatze for the metric and gauge fields are given respectivelly by [10] ds 2 = −dt 2 + a 2 (y)δ ij w i w j + T 2 dy 
Here the potentials are
. We explicity wrote the induced terms at the boundariesỸ =Ỹ i implemented trough a Dirac-delta. These terms are present only when boundaries exist and are due to the total divergence present in the curvature. We note that we have redefined the fifth coordinate in order to simplify the equations, in the remaining of this work we will use the following redefinitions
The coordinateỸ is dimensionless. Upon compactification the variables are respectivelly defined in the ranges
T imposes a constraint and is not a dynamical field, in order to extract this constraint from the action we need to work with the coordinateỸ . Using the coordinate Y completly removes the dependence of the period from the bulk equations of motions. We note that consistently the bulk equations of motion are equivalent to the constraint [10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
For convenience we define the cosmological constant critical value Λ C [10, 14] and redefine our cosmological constant Λ B and field a in terms of the dimensionlessΛ B andã respectivelly
After these redefinitions we obtain the two bulk equations of motion on a and χ expressed on the Y coordinate 1 2
and the potentials are given by
Vã =ã
(2.10)
Only periodic solutions are compatible with a compact fifth coordinate such that the constant of motion E χ < 0 and cosmological constant lies in the ranges We obtain the implicit solutions for χ
For theã fields we have, for standard fields (ǫ = −1) the implicit solution
and for ghost fields (ǫ = +1)
We labeled the limits of the last range in terms of the positive turning points. We note that the periodic solutions for χ are always symmetric with respect χ = 0 while the solutions for a are symmetric for standard fields and are non-symmetric for ghost fields due to the asymmetry of the potential [10] . For this reason the solutions (2.12) and (2.13) are defined only for an half period while the solutions for ghosts (2.14) are defined for a full period. This fact will be relevant later when computing boundary conditions.
Since our compact fifth dimension is periodic we need to impose compatibility of periodicity for both fields a and χ 3 such that the respective periods Tã and T χ obey the integer relation [10] T χ = n Tã .
This relation imposes constraints on the constant of motion E χ and bulk cosmological constant Λ B . For standard fields we have the solutions
and for ghost fields we obtain
Also for compatibility with the periodicity of the fifth coordinate, T must be a multiple of T χ
The value for the period T χ is obtained by integrating the implicit solutions (2.12) for θ = π/2 (which corresponds to T χ /4). We present in figure 1 the values of T χ up to n = 50. 3 Orbifold Relations and Brane Actions
Orbifold Relations
We consider here an orbifold of our compact coordinate under a Z 2 symmetry
Depending on the relative phase between the fields χ 3 and a these fields can either both have orbifold, orientifold or a mixed caracteristics under the Z 2 symmetry.
Here we will address orbifold relations of the kind
Orientifold relations correspond to χ 3 (Y ) → −χ 3 (−Y ) and a(Y ) → −a(−Y ). The reason to consider orbifold relations is that, even in the absence of boundary actions, they allow for non-null field configurations at the orbifold planes, comonly called branes, and the induced left and right terms from variations of the bulk action add up together at the branes. As for orientifold planes the left and right induced terms cancel out.
The orbifold planes (branes) will be at
where Y andỸ are defined in (2.5). We point that as usual, under the Z 2 orbifolding, the negative interval for
and only one of the intervals is relevant to the effective theory. The end-points of the interval constitute boundaries of our orbifolded topology [18]
where S 1 is the circle obtained upon compactification of R and we used a specific coordinate system for the fifth coordinate (Ỹ ).
We note that Y has dimensions of space whileỸ is dimensionless. In the following we are going to work with the coordinateỸ and after computing the equations of motion make a change of coordinates to Y .
Brane Actions
We consider the bulk action (2.1) plus the action for 3-branes sitting at the boundaries
For the orbifolded metric we will use the parametrization
such that the period T of the compact fifth coordinate is not the lenght b of the orbifolded fifth coordinate. The reason for this difference is that there will be a jump of the fields at the orbifold planes such that T and b do not cohincide. We will explain this in detail.
For the brane actions we consider for the gravitational sector the usual curvature term plus a self energy (tension) term for branes according to Randall-Sundrum [8]
For the Gauge sector we consider a Yang-Mills theory
We implement the boundary actions trough the use of Dirac deltas as usual in brane world formalism [19] and the boundary terms are due to total divergences that we integrated from the effective bulk action (see the effective action (2.4)).
Upon replacing of the gravitational and gauge fields using respectivelly the ansatze (2.3) and integration of the 4d space-time we obtain the effective action
The term containing da/dỸ is induced from the bulk due to the integration of the total derivative (2.4). The field a is a degree of freedom at the boundary (that as we will see sets the boundary conditions for the bulk a field), however da/dỸ is not and must be interpreted as a gravitational background flux, i.e. a current density for a. It is fixed at the boundary and is not considered when computing the variation of the action [21] .
The potential V χ is the same as given in (2.10). The ǫ i simply reproduce the integral
A very important feature of boundary actions is that their dependence in the internal coordinate (the fifth coordinate) is always explicit trough the lenght b. This simple reflects the fact that the internal coordinate is fixed at each boundary and the effective measure in the integral cannot depend on it. If one considers the change of variablesỸ = Y /b (2.5) we cannot remove the b dependence of the action, the Dirac delta transforms as δ(Ỹ ) = δY /b = bδ(Y ) and correctelly offsets the transformation of the measure dỸ = dY /b. Also b does not constitute a degree of freedom at the boundary, it is at most a parameter of the boundary action.
We briefly address gauge invariance of the theory and the consistence of classical funtional variations (the existence of a well define classical extrema) in the presence of boundaries. The main problem to solve when boundaries exist is how to deal with the induced boundary terms that emerge at the boundary when a gauge transformation or a funtional variation of the bulk theory is considered. These terms come from the integrations by parts of total derivatives (on gauge transformations of the bulk action) or from integrations by parts (on funtional variations of terms containing derivatives in the bulk action). There are two formal approachs to solve these problems:
• Adding boundary actions that under a gauge transformation or a funtional variation exactly cancel or absorve (upon redifinition of the fields) the boundary induced terms. This approach requires the use of extra boundary fields (extra boundary degrees of freedom) that correspond to the gauge parameters of the bulk [22] [23] [24] .
• Imposing appropriate boundary conditions on the fields and gauge parameters such that the the full theory is gauge invariant and has a well defined classical extrema [25] [26] [27] .
Both approachs as well as combinations of the two (for different sectors of a theory) are formally well defined and are used depending on the physical applications and implications. For a comparition between both methods see [28] .
Here we adopt the second approach both for the gauge and the gravity sector, the main reason is that in this work we are seeking for classical solutions of the theory such that considering a new degree of freedom at the boundary is clearly further complicating the problem. Furthermore in this approach the gauge parameters should be null at the boundary 1 , this corresponds for a null classical solutions of the extra boundary fields in the first approach. Then generally a perturbation (quantum or classical) of this null solution can take us from the second approach to a perturbative version of the first approach.
Boundary Conditions
In order to compute the boundary conditions we vary the full action (bulk plus boundary) with respect to χ 3 and a. At the boundary we must take in consideration the induced terms from the variation of derivatives in the bulk, respectivelly
where the variations at the branes are counted twice, from the left and from the right side of the brane. We note again that, as already explained, the 1/b coefficients do not vanish at the boundary.
Considering now the variation of the effective boundary actions (3.9) with respect to χ 3 and a together with the above induced variations (3.11), we obtain the following equations of motion
From now on in order to simplify the equations we will use the coordinate Y = bỸ and the following convention
such that our boundary conditions read simply
(3.14)
From the bulk equations of motion (2.8) and (2.9) we determine the fields derivatives, up to a sign choice, everywhere (including at the boundary) as long as we now the fields values. So we can combine those equations in the bulk evaluated at the boundary together with the boundary conditions in order to obtain equations for the fields only.
Using the redefinitions (2.7) and corresponding redefinition of the brane tensions
we obtain the boundary conditions equations in the Y coordinate
As we will see next these two equations are not enough to completly determine our fields boundary values and fix the solutions. We will also have to ensure compatibility of periodicities in the orbifolded fifth coordinate. we conclude for compatibility with the orbifolding the solutions for χ, prior to orbifolding, must be either at a maxim or a minimum of the oscilation. Then considering the fifth coordinate lenght T = n T T χ as given by (2.19), we conclude that
For a graphical example see figure 3 and figure 4 . We note that the absolute sign of the χ i 's is not relevant at this level and cannot be extracted from the equations, changing the overall sign accounts for a phase shift of the solutions by an half period T χ /2.
The remaining boundary condition (3.17) can be solved for the brane tensions such that we obtaiñ
The boundary condition (3.17) could also be solved forã (see figure 2 ), however we note that not all the Λ i hold possible solutions, furthermore possible solutions for the boundary conditions (3.16) and (3.17) do not necessarlly correspond to solutions compatible with the periodicity conditions for any b. This is due to the solutions (2.12-2.14) together with (2.16) and (2.19) fixing the value for the original period T of the fifth coordinate prior to orbifolding. This period is related to the lenght b/2 of the orbifolded coordinate as we will explain in detail next.
Next we will analise what are the consequences of the periodicities of χ and a prior to compactification after we consider the orbifolding of the fifth coordinate. The relation between periods (2.16) and subsequent relations between E χ andΛ B as given by (2.17) and (2.18) are still obeyed, however the period T is after orbifolding different from b due to the fields jump at the orbifold points.
Periodicity of χ after Orbifolding: Fixing the Orbifold Lenght b
Due to the brane actions the fields have now jumps at the branes. This jumps will necessarlly modify the relation between the period T of the solutions and the interval lenght b/2 of the fifth coordinate after compactification. We note that the allowed χ i solutions are symmetric with respect to χ = 0 and are always inferior to χ max (or superior to χ min ), the maxim allowed value (the minimum allowed value) for χ, as given in (2.12). Therefore when reaching the boundaries (the branes or orbifold planes) we will never complete the period such that we would have needed to continue an extra ∆T χ over the fifth coordinate to actually reach a turning point. Then the difference between twice the orbifolded fifth coordinate lenght b and the original period T as given in (2.19) is 4∆T χ . The factor of 4 is due to counting the left and right contribuitions at the two orbifod planes. Therefore we obtain the equation
This construction is pictured in figure 3 for n T = 1 and in picture 4 for n T = 2. Using the implicit bulk solution for χ (2.12) we can evaluate the value of ∆T χ
For technical reasons (in order to evaluate the integrals) we want to relate this integral to elliptic functions of the first kind, then we rewrite it as
such that we obtain the equation
Solving this equation for each (n T , n) we obtain the solutions for b, the lenght of the orbifolded fifth dimension. We will later present these numerical results both for standard and ghost fields.
There is a subtilty in this construction one must point out. Generally the jump ∆T χ is only defined up to a period T χ /4. In graphical terms this means that the shaded regions of figure (3) and figure (4) would increase by an amount T χ /4, then the χ i would both change signs (mantaining the relative sign) and from the 4 contributions from ∆T χ the field χ would complete one extra period T χ in the full coordinate Y (prior to compactification). However this accounts for having, after orbifolding the fifth coordinate, a lower effective n orb T = n T − 1 than the original n T (before orbifolding). It is not relevant for our analisys in this work weather the original n T matches or not the effective one after orbifolding, the orbifolded theory will look the same. We are then considering that no extra period quarters are icluded in the jumps at the branes (orbifold planes).
Periodicity ofã after Orbifolding: Fixing the a i 's
As forã we know that the relation (2.16), T χ = n Tã, between periods is still obeyed. Therefore we can extract a relation between the jump ∆T χ of the field χ at the orbifold planes (branes) and the respective jump of the fieldã. From this relation we can compute bothã 1 andã 2 , the values of the field at the orbifold planes. The case for standard fields and ghost fields have some differences due mostly to the periodic solutions forã being symmetric for standard fields and assymetric for ghost fields, also because our implicit solutions (2.13) and (2.14) are defined respectivelly for half period and a full period. In order to better organize this subsection we divide it in the case of standard and ghost fields.
Standard Fields
Again based in geometrical arguments ∆T χ corresponds to an integer number of Tã periods m 1 plus a lenght ∆Tã < Tã inferior to theã period
where floor [x] gives the greater integer less than x. Solving this equation we obtain the values ofã 1 . Due to the symmetry of the solutions we know thatã 2 will have the same absolute value ofã 1 . The relative sign is set by n T nã 2 =ã 1 for n T n eveñ
As for the case of χ i the absolute sign of our boundary values is not set by the equations of motion.
For technical reasons in order to evaluate ∆Tã (i) using the implicit solutions for standard fields (2.13) given by elliptic functions, so we need to further decompose ∆Tã in particular cases depending on how many quarters of period are included in the jump. So we define
We present an example with n = 11 in figure 5 . In order to evaluate the boundary actions we further need to compute the derivativesã ′ i at the boundary branes. Their absolute value can be computed from the equation of motion forã (2.9) evaluated at the branes |ã
The relations betweenã 
for n T n odd . As for the relative sign between the derivativesã ′ i 's and the value of the fieldsã i we obtain the following relations sign (ã
In this way we have set the sign of the derivativesã ′ i . As already explained for the field χ, the symmetrỹ a → −ã does not affect the bulk action. Therefore the phase of the fields are only defined up to shifts of half periods and the sign of theã i cannot be uniquelly determined. The only visible effect between configurations with opposite signs for the fieldã is to swap the brane tensionsΛ 1 ↔Λ 2 (4.2). But even so the full action values is not sensitive to this change.
Ghost Fields
For ghost fields we must take extra care due to the assymmetry of the potential. We need to consider the two different cases in which prior to orbifolding, at Y = 0, the fieldã is either ±ã + tur or ±ã − tur . Considering the implicit solutions for ghost fields (2.14) with Y 0 = 0 and taking the limit Y → 0 we obtain the valuẽ a = ±ã + tur corresponding to the field value at the orbifold point Y = 0 prior to orbifolding. If we consider Y 0 = Tã/2, at the orbifold point Y = 0 prior to orbifolding, we obtain the valueã = ±ã − tur . We will label these two kind of solutions by + and −.
In this case we are considering the equations forã The symmetry of the solutions is
for n t n odd (4.15) such that once we solve (4.14) forã ± 1 the two valuesã ± 2 are known as well. Again for technical reasons in order to evaluate ∆Tã± using the implicit solutions for ghost fields (2.14) given by elliptic functions we need to further decompose ∆T ± a in particular cases depending on how many half periods are included in the jump. We present an example in figure 6 . Again the equations of motion and actions are not sensitive to the symmetryã → −ã up to the swaping of brane tensions.
Minimizing the Action
Finally we are ready to evaluate the full effective action for all pairs (n T , n) and investigate which one further minimizes the action.
Effective Action
The full effective action in the Y coordinate reads
where the second line corresponds to the bulk action (2.4) and the two last lines to the boundary brane actions (3.9).
The boundary actions are evaluated for fixed Y and do not need any further integration. In order to evaluate the bulk action we make a change of integration variable from Y to χ 3 andã. Taking in consideration the bulk equations of motion (2.8) and (2.9) we derive the following identities
(5.2) We note that generally there is a sign ambiguity due to squarerooting equations (2.8) and (2.9). However we note for our periodic solutions the expressions E χ + V χ andǫE χ + Vã are always positive such that for any range of Y the middle integrals give always a positive value, therefore also the last integrals must give a positive contribuition and we set the sign to + 2 .
In order to evaluate the integrals we are going to use the same method of the previous section by using the periodicity and symmetries of the solutions. Also we will rescale the actions by a factor of (8ê 2 )/(3V 4 ).
We rewrite the action asŜ =Ŝã −ǫŜ χ +Ŝ b1 +Ŝ b2 .
3)
The first termŜã must be analised separatelly for standard and ghost fields. We write the remaining ones.
The Yang-Mills action isŜ
where theŜ Tχ stands for the contribution to the action of a full period of χ andŜ δχ for the contribution to the action of δ χ as given in (4.5). Basically we are swapping the full coordinate Y by dividing it in integer periods plus the remaining distance to the branes.
The boundary actions areŜ
Standard Fieldŝ
We can now run over n T and n and check which values minimize the action as well as it is a stable minima.
Increasingñ T increases the action. So setñ T = 1, the minimum allowed value. Also we note that for all n T ≥ 2 the action decreases monotonically with n converging to some non-null value.
For n T = 1 the minima is undoubtly for n = 5. However it does not constitute a very accentuated minima.
The maximum for n T = 1 corresponds to n = 21, if there is enought energy avaiable we can go trough the maximum and keep increasing n. Assimptotically we obtain a constant solution for a, the orbifold is stable for increasing n, the compactification radius decreases with n until the limit b → 4.0959. See figure (7) for the plot of the action values up to n T = 5 and n = 50. Increasing n T the value of the action decreases, therefore we have no minima for the action. Figure 10 : The values for L 1 and L 2 for n T = 1 and n T = 100 up to n = 50. The values for n = 12 are indicated on the left side of the graphic and the assimptotic limits for n → ∞ are indicated on the right side of the graphic.
Ghost Fieldŝ

Conclusions
We conclude that a stabilization mechanism for our theory is achieved for standard gauge fields only. The brane tensions are quiet large (see figure 8 ), this however can be a good feature if we do consider quantum field contributions to the effective boundary cosmological constant [1, 30] .
An important point concerning the framework presented here is that each integer pair (n T , n) represents a distinct classical configuration. Moving from a given classical configuration to another one accounts necessarily for a tunnelling process. Therefore a study concerning instanton solutions in order to explain such phenomena is necessary [31] .
